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A CELEBRATON OF NEW
ZEALANDERS’ LOVE OF
SWIMMING OUTDOORS AND
THE AUTHOR’S PERSONAL
QUEST TO SWIM EVERY DAY
FOR A YEAR
This is a book about New Zealanders and their deep connection to swimming
in the outdoors. Every neighbourhood has its swimming hole up the river, its
local beach, or a back road to the lake. A love of swimming is one of the things
that defines Kiwis, and all over the country the start of summer is marked by
most of us heading for the water.
Swim is the result of Annette Lees’ personal quest to swim every day of a full year in the natural waterways of New
Zealand. From Northland to Fiordland, she swam outdoors through the four seasons in rivers, lakes, ponds, the sea,
estuaries, wetlands, springs and outdoor lido pools. Across the country people shared swimming stories of their own,
introduced elderly family swimmers who swim right through winter, and invited her to try their local, often secret,
swimming places.
During her watery adventure Annette discovered New Zealanders’ serious passion for water and swimming. She
collected stories of urban swims, night swims, forbidden swims, swimming in the dead of winter, Māori legends of
swimming feats, the endurance swimmers of the Depression, and the swimming ANZACs. These memories and stories
go back hundreds of years and this inspiring and beautifully written book reminds us to appreciate this precious
aspect of New Zealand life.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
ANNETTE LEES is a wild swimming enthusiast from childhood. With a university degree in ecology and
landscape conservation, she has had a career in tropical forest and reef conservation, travelling and working in South
America, Africa and the South Pacific. Annette is now a strategy consultant for her business Alternative
Endings. She frequently works on water-quality issues alongside farmers, communities, iwi, conservationists and
government. Annette is the author of The Deep Sky Waits on the Outskirts of Town (Reed 1996), and lives in the Waitakere
River valley with her family, with easy access to streams, lakes, wetlands and the Tasman Sea. Annette goes
swimming a lot.
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